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<Traditional Korean knot: Habjang Knot>
** Here is a Youtube tutorial about assembling this kit : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwHHFjBiJVc&t=23s

The kit includes:
Extra threads for practice
Threads to make a bracelet using Habjang knot
Threads to make a bracelet using Yeonbong knot

Also, you will need:
Scissors
Wood glue

Instructions:
1. Let’s call the pink string that is placed at the bottom thread 1 and the blue string that is placed at the very top
thread 2, and the black middle string thread 3.
2. Make a loop using thread 1 from bottom to top (shape of backwards number "9").
3. Hold the loop with one hand and bring thread 2 under thread 1 from right to left.
4. Bring thread 2 through the loop from front to back.
5. Tighten the knot by pulling thread 1 downward and then pulling thread 2 upward. (Hapjang Knot completed!)
6. Repeat this process until the end (It’s typical that the Hapjang Knots are not straight.)
7. Make a loop by using thread 3 (making a shape of backwards number "9").
8. Repeat step 7 to make another loop on the left.
9. Bring thread 3 through the two loops from left to right.
10. There are two loops and make sure that the second loop is on the left. Tighten the knots (Dubeoloedorae Knot
completed!)
11. Measure your wrist using the bracelet.

And then tie Dubeoloedorae knots to fit on your wrist (repeat steps

from 7 to 10). Once knots are completed, you can adjust the circumference of the bracelet by sliding the knots.
12. Tie a knot on both ends of thread 3. Snip and glue the ends using wood glue. (Bracelet completed!)
13. Place the Yeonbong Knot in the middle of the string. Tie a Dubeoloedorae Knot on both sides of the Yeonbong
Knot.
14. Tie a Dubeoloedorae Knot however you would like. You can continue to tie knots until the end of the string or
tie them at fixed intervals. 😊
15. Repeat step 12 to complete the ends. Yeonbong Knot bracelet is completed!

